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NOTIFICATION

Sub: Names of shortlisted candidates to be called for the Proficiency tests for
the post of Jr Stenographer - Reg.

Ref: Advertisement No.4/2016

With reference to the advertisement cited above, Director, CSIR-CLRIhas constituted Screening
Committee to shortlist the candidates to be called for proficiency tests for the post of Junior
Stenographer. Screening Committee after having gone through the applications has recommended the
candidates to be called for typewriting test and shorthand test who have fulfilled the following criteria:

i) As advertised vide Advertisement No.4/2016, candidates possessing 10+2/XII pass or
equivalent and speed of 80wpm in Shorthand and 35/40wpm in Hindi/English typewriting
with proof of copies of certificates of typewriting, shorthand and 10+2/XII certificates
enclosed with application.

ii) Candidates sponsored by Employment Exchange subject to submission of requisite
documentary proof of qualifications etc. as per the advertisement and fulfilling the criteria
as at (i) above.

Date of Examination Venue
08.12.2016 (Thursday) Dr Dharmambal Government Polytechnic College for
Reporting Time: 9.00AM Women, CIT Campus, Taramani, Chennai - 600 113.

Syllabus of Examination

1. Type writing test (on computer) 35w.p.m. in typewriting (Hindi) (or) 40w.p.m in
typewriting (English) in 10 minutes.
35/40 w.p.m. correspond to 10500 KDPH (Hindi) /12000 KDPH (English) (key Depressions
per Hour) on an average of 5 key depressions for each word.

2. Candidates who qualify in the typing test only will be permitted to take up shorthand test.
Shorthand test:
Dictation: 10 Minutes @ 80 words per minute and Translation: 50 Minutes (English) 65
Minutes (Hindi).

Instructions to the candidates:

1. Candidates should bring the call letter along with them at the time of reporting for typing test.
2. Candidates must bring all original certificates along with copies of io" /SSC, +2/XII or equivalent,

Typewriting Certificates, Shorthand Certificates, Degree Certificate, Community Certificate etc. as
mentioned in the application, if applicable for verification.

3. Admission for the typewriting test is provisional. Mere calling for typewriting test and shorthand
test does not confer any right for the post in CSIR-CLRI.



4. Candidates who have been shortlisted against reserved post (SC)will be considered for these
posts if and only if they produce necessaryCommunity Certificate (SC)(original and a copy) in the
prescribed proforma issued by the competent authority at the time of Typing Test.

5. PH candidates should bring disability certificates issued by the competent authority in the
prescribed format.

6. It is the responsibility of the candidate to ensure his/her own eligibility for the post for which
he/she is applying in accordance with the advertisement. In case, it is detected at any point of
time in future during process of selection or even after appointment that candidate was not
eligible as per prescribed qualification due to whatever circumstances, his/her
candidature/appointment shall be liable to be cancelled/terminated as casemay be.

7. Candidate should type his/her Roll No. on the top before commencement of the test on each
page of the screen.

8. The candidates must type from beginning ofthe passageand must complete the whole passage.
9. If the computer is not working in between, the candidate should remain seated quietly and

inform the invigilator who would make alternate arrangements.
10. If the passageis completed before the allotted time, the candidate need not retype the passage.
11. On completion of the test, print out is taken and the candidate should ensure that the Roll No. is

shown on each page and should sign all the pages of typescript and handover the same to the
invigilator.

12. Candidate has to return the question paper containing the passage along with typescript
including any blank paper and should not carry with him/her out of the examination hall.

13. Candidates are not permitted to leave the examination hall until the completion of the typing
test/shorthand test.

14. Candidates should not bring electronic devices,mobile phones etc. to the examination venue.
15. Any other instructions given by the supervisors and invigilators should be followed scrupulously.
16. Candidates who opt to take the Stenography Test in Hindi will be required to learn English

Stenography and vice versa after their appointment within a year.
17. For any updates regarding test please keep visiting CLRIwebsite periodically.
18. Typewriting and shorthand tests would be completed on the same day, however candidates

should come prepared to stay late, in caseof late completion of the tests.
19. No TA/DA will be paid for appearing typing/shorthand test.
20. Candidates should make their own arrangements for their stay in Chennai.
21. Candidatesmust attend the typewriting and shorthand tests in the same medium.
22. Typing test/shorthand test instructions and evaluation methods are given as Annexure.



Names of shortlisted candidates for the post of Junior Stenographer

Post code: lS-Ol-UR
SI.No Appln No

Name of the Candidates
DOB

Shri/Ms
1 2 Palla Aravind 24/7/1997
2 3 Harika D 13/3/1995
3 8 Deepa S 29/11/1993
4 9 Mariappan G 27/2/1991
5 12 Pratyush Kumar 14/9/1993
6 13 Akhil Kumar 10/7/1993
7 14 Machavaram Uma Mahesh 15/6/1992
8 16 Kolakuntla Anandkumar 15/3/1994
9 17 Muralidharan C 24/8/1990

10 20 Rajnish Kumar 6/5/1995
11 21 Mahendran G 9/5/1995
12 23 Pavithran V 17/6/1994
13 24 Bollepalli Srinivas 7/7/1996
14 27 Karthi M 2/2/1989
15 32 Farzana 15/6/1990
16 34 Gaurav Mishra 19/09/1993
17 36 Esakki Perumal M 8/8/1994
18 38 Sarbeswar Dash 20/5/1989
19 42 Yanpati 15/9/1991
20 43 Gandikota Venkatesh 5/7/1993
21 45 Rakesh T 4/1/1993
22 46 Anantha Sharma PV 28/6/1990
23 47 Kolachandu 9/2/1991
24 48 Saranya K 30/10/1992
25 49 Balakumar RR 5/4/1989
26 52 Paturi Gowtham raju 18/6/1994
27 54 Subash SM 27/1/1996
28 58 Subalakshmi J A 19/9/1997
29 59 Uma Maheshwari P N 30/6/1989
30 61 Anjan Upadhayay 4/7/1989
31 62 Kunapuli Bharadwaj 29/4/1996
32 68 Sunkara Venkateswara Rao 20/2L1990
33 69 Jothi V 1/6/1996
Sponsored by Employment Exchange, subject to submission/verification of

their certificates, their candidature will be considered for tests.
34 70 SJothi 19/1/1990
35 71 K Nalini 4/10/1989
36 72 D Janani 25/9/1988
37 73 A Archana 9/4/1991
38 74 M Sudha 13/4/1990



Post Code: lS-02-SC

SI.No Roll No
Name of the Candidates

DOB
Shri/Ms.

1 504 Kinnera Chinababu 6/8/1990

2 505 Swetha G 17/3/1991

3 506 Rama Krishna Rao Kakinada 15/8/1984

4 507 Rajesh Choudhary 10/2/1995

5 508 Gandamala Mallikarjuna Rao 2/7/1989

6 518 Kirthika Devi A 4/6/1978

7 519 Manjula M 2/12/1988
Sponsored by Employment Exchange, subject to submission/verification of

their certificates, their candidature will be considered for tests

8 521 Yukkeshbabu SM 3/6/1985

9 522 Subbulakshmi V 20/3/1985

10 523 Suganya G 4/3/1987

11 524 Kalpana R 8/4/1984

12 525 Sangeetha R 12/9/1984

\ J ,~ \ X>
(P Shyam Sundar
Section Officer (EI)



Annexure

1. EVALUATION OF TYPESCRIPT FOR TYPEWRITING TEST:

SI Description of typewriting errors Nurn ber of mistakes (Eng. & Hindi)
No. Full Mistakes Half Mistakes

1 Paragraph Indenting - It should be uniformly One
5 spaces for each paragraph

2 Mis-spelt word One
3 Omission or commission One
4 Erasing is not allowed One
5 Repetition of any number of words (only One

once to be counted as mistake)
6 Each repeated mistake One
7 Punctuation marks, Omission of punctuation Half

marks in typing
8 Irregular Line Spacing Irregular left margin & Half

right margin
9 Omission of space between words Half
10 Difference in space, if not following: Half (each time)

Full Stop, Question mark & Exclamatory
Mark: 2 spaces
Coma, Colon & Semicolon mark: I space
Hyphen - no space

11 Extra space in the middle of the word Half
12 Capital letter errors Half
13 Wrong syllabification (division of words) One

irregular division of words

2. 5% mistakes of total words typed are ignored for URlOBC/SC/OHNH candidates and upto 7%
mistakes of total words typed are ignored for STlHHIEx-S candidates.

3. The speed will be arrived as follows: (No. of words II 0) - Number of mistakes

Eg: For 10 minutes Total strokes typed 1750
Words typed 1750/5 = 350
Committed Mistakes 17
Ignorable mistakes 5% of350 = 17.5
Admissible mistake 17-17.5=0
Speed As per formula: (No. of words/l 0) - Number of

mistakes
ie. (350/10)-0 = 35wpm



EVAI UATIQN OF TRANSCRIPTS OF SIENrXtRAPHY IESTS- :iAl1JRE Of MISTAKES

l. FULL MISTAKES: The following mistakes are treated as full mistakes i-

~,) E .•'cry omission of 3 word or tiJl,UfC IIldudin~ omission of a dellllllt.: or inllcr!uih:
article, In case a ji\roup of words is omitted. mark as many mistakes as the actual
number of words omitted.

b) E ••..ery substimtien of a wrong word or figure. The number of mistakes will be
equal

to the number of words/fignres dictated which have been replaced-sabstauted by
other word~(sv' figurers).

c) Every addition of a word or figJJre or a group of words or figures not occurring in
the
passage.

II. "ALf MISTAKES: The following are treated a;; lIalf mistakes :--

a) Mis-spelling, including transposition of letters in a word and also omission of a
letter or letters from a word, However. mis-spelling of proper 1101111S and
unfamiliar names are ignMCtL

b) Using singular for plural n0111l mID vice versa.

c] Wrung use of rapillll or small letters at the ~Jo:.illllin,ll. of the sCllh':IK:C.

Ill. ~()'l'E

i] More ,llanQ"!: error ill a simz:le word: All the CITOrs are counted bu I the total
mistakes counted in a single wo rd should not exceed one full mistake.

ii) CANDIDATIS ARE NOl" HE PENALlSED I'OR ANY n'PE OF ERRORS OR
MISTAKES OTIIER TIIAN DIOSE DESCRIBED ABOVE.

'Il.*k.","***


